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Abstract—Before Covid-19, the class model was divided into online, offline, and blended learning. Due to Covid-19, we have the only online class environment. We need a new online class model under the new circumstances. In the new model, all technology and educational methods need to be well-adapted, organized and harmonized to compensate for the absence of offline learning sessions. In this paper, we propose a new online class model. Because of the absence of offline sessions, the model emphasizes the integration of synchronous and asynchronous activities seamlessly and effectively. The model also emphasizes the instructor's role as a content prosumer because the instructor in the new model is either reusing other's and the one's own contents or supplying those contents for others. This model uses open-source solutions or free services like Moodle, OBS, Tubestory, and Snap Camera for both budget-saving and stability purposes. It actively uses Moodle's monitoring capability and adopts various learning technologies. It consists of three activity sessions: a pre-Zoom session, a Zoom session, and a post-Zoom session. Each session is composed of modules that describe the process and action for the class. The process, methods, and techniques for each module are explained in this paper. The official students survey for class evaluation held by Kongju national university showed that the new class model's application obtained a higher score than the same class of the previous year that is performed by conventional teaching.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Because we conduct our classes mainly online due to the Covid-19 outbreak, the application of the existing class models, which are Blended learning, Flip learning, or online-offline learning, have become ambiguous. Because most of the teaching models are defined on the precondition that offline session is available, these models are not suitable for use in situations where classes are conducted purely online [1], [2], [3]. Using video for synchronous and asynchronous online education classes are defined on the assumption that offline education exists. For example, when a video is produced and delivered to learners through YouTube, it could be asynchronous. But somebody can play the video synchronously, playing the Youtube video to share the contents during the Zoom session either for short time broadcasting or for real-time commenting as the video plays. It is also possible to reuse the video conference recordings for the learner's reviewing purpose or the next semester's class. In that way, the boundary between the asynchronous and synchronous teaching methods and applications became blurred and obscured, or mingled [4], [5], [6].

It is necessary to clarify and find a new and efficient classroom model reflecting various application methods, integrating synchronous and asynchronous. The new model needs to provide the following elements: a diversified communication channel, immersive class management skills and technologies, team collaboration, monitoring of learning, and reuse and adequate circulation of contents.

We named it a new term, "Ongoing" class model, which includes the factors above. The tools for these are open-source software or free service except Zoom [7], [8], [9]. These make it easy to implement and access the Ongoing class.

II. MATERIALS AND METHOD

Conventionally, we call e-learning class an online class. In recent years, Blended Learning, which operates by mixing online learning and offline learning, and Flip Learning, which
watch class videos in advance and conduct various learning activities during the learning session, have drawn attention. Each of the current learning model's concepts and the problem are as follows.

A. Online Learning & Blended Learning

"Online learning" in the general sense refers to a teaching method conducted in an online environment. Pure "Online learning" is not yet entirely accepted in the formal education system but is provided by MOOCs or companies that offer pure online services.

There is an advantage in using a mixture of online and offline learning. In the formal education system, online learning is beginning to be accepted as Blended Learning. Online learning service providers or organizations are also interested in providing some or a substantial portion of offline learning as complementary sessions. This change raises the problem of role conflict between Cyber University and formal university. Legal and economic issues need to solve. In the Covid-19 crisis, we can't use the offline learning environment in any case and need technologies and methods to complement or spread the effects of offline learning.

B. Flip Learning

In Flip Learning, learners listen to the class in advance as a video and conduct various learning activities during class. The word "flip" was used as an order reverse meaning compared to the conventional learning model, such as completing an assignment after class time. Likewise, for Flip Learning, we can't conduct the offline session in the Covid-19 situation. Ideas and solutions on how to complement offline session's role and effectiveness with online are highly demanding [10].

C. Open-Source Software and services

Open-source solutions have spread widely in many fields since the development of Linux, and there are many open-source solutions in the education field. Moodle is the best open-source LMS solution, available free of charge, and has been developed over a long time to provide all essential educational functions. As authoring tools, we can use software such as OBS (Open Broadcast Software) and Openshot. For collaborative mind map systems, Tubeistory is the right candidate. Scrcpy can share the screen for peripheral devices. Those are open-source software. Services such as Snap Camera are not open-source solutions but free [11], [12].

An essential issue in the Covid-19 crisis is how we can effectively conduct online classes complementing and entirely substituting corresponding offline learning. This method will be more useful and influential if we can achieve it by utilizing open-source solutions and open services. So, it adopts those tools.

D. LMS(Learning Management System)

LMS is the essential infrastructure for online learning. This platform provides the ways to create or manage learning activities, resources, and classes/learners. In general, we think of LMS as a platform for conducting asynchronous learning, but we can use various LMS learning activities even during a synchronous session. In particular, LMS such as Moodle provides multiple functions to monitor learning; completion of learning activities, scores generated from activities, logs related to learning activities, etc. In particular, quizzes can monitor the progress of learners solving quizzes with the creation of various types. It is possible to adjust the learning paths according to the results flexibly. Moodle is the most widely used learning management system globally, and it provides various learning activities and management functions. That was achieved through more than 18 years of development history and enabled us to implement the new online learning model [13].

E. SNS(Social Network System)

Even though LMS provides a mobile app and provides a notification or a chat function, these functions are much insufficient and inconvenient than the professional SNS. SNS can be used as a general communication tool and can be a handy tool for quick and convenient communication calls for individual users and groups for learning purposes. When a video conferencing system such as Zoom encounters a problem, the group call function can even replace it for a class operation. Band is a good SNS service that provides a crucial subset of many LMS-like functions.

F. Zoom(Web conferencing System)

A large part of synchronized activities is performed on a Web conferencing platform. Zoom is the most famous for the stability, speed, and easy interface. Even though there are many other tools like Hangouts and MS Teams, we propose Zoom as the primary Web conferencing system. Equivalent functions can be found from different Web conferencing tools. Even though Zoom is the right solution, the recommended functions would be achievable with the other tools. Zoom is used here to present and show our model's methods and processes easily with simplicity and fewer difficulties. Even though Zoom is used mainly in this paper, the other Web conferencing tool can be used with their matching functions.

If all classes are conducted only online due to the Covid-19 crisis, an online learning class needs to do more than it was defined as a conventional online class. These tools are repurposed to be used under the new class model, as explained in the next section.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig. 1 shows instructional procedure and method in a diagram. The class model can be divided mainly into Zoom sessions (using Zoom) and non-Zoom sessions. None-Zoom
sessions can be divided into pre-Zoom sessions and post-Zoom session. In a pre-Zoom session, instructors prepare the learning materials for the Zoom session and post-Zoom session. They include videos and learning resources, and activities on the LMS.

A. Pre-Zoom Session

Video materials are developed using authoring tools and are usually uploaded to YouTube or an internal video streaming server. Commercial software is sometimes used to create videos, but open-source software is available called OBS. Like a professional broadcasting program editing tool, OBS makes it easy to produce high-quality broadcasting quality videos by configuring the camera, background, and layer settings like Fig. 2. To edit recorded videos on OBS, free video editing software, like OpenShot, may be used. Once the video has been edited, it can be used in several different ways. It can be uploaded on YouTube for the learners to watch it at a designated time for asynchronous access. The video also can be played during a Zoom session for synchronous usage. Another way is using the video with H5P [14], with which interactive and engaging quizzes can be added to the video, as shown in Fig. 4.

The LMS learning activities used in Zoom sessions are also prepared in advance in the preparation module. Moodle's forum can be used to announce learning missions and explain assignments. Quizzes are created as needed, and students can submit assignments either for simple assignments or peer-review evaluations. Various materials can be uploaded on Moodle using the file or folder features, and URLs and instructional materials can be linked by using a mind map. All those activities and resources are prepared in the "Preparation" module.

B. Zoom Session

What has been prepared in the pre-Zoom session can then be used during Zoom sessions. Throughout all sessions, social media is better to be used frequently. In addition to communicating general information, social media can be used for emergent cases such as network access difficulties or the video conferencing system failure by using the group call feature. Most social media sites provide a group call feature, and it can be used for individuals to communicate with one another through a video call or voice call. There is a "Break room" feature in Zoom, but the group call feature of SNS makes it more convenient to create diverse groups. Also, using the SNS's voice call feature for impromptu groups, a Zoom session can be stably carried out even when Zoom is not working.

Zoom sessions consist of four modules: pre-class activity, lecture delivery activity, activity & monitoring, and team activity. The order of these four modules can be changed or repeated. The resulting variations are shown in Fig. 3.

1) Lecture delivery activity:

In the lecture delivery module, the lecture can be delivered in various ways. A video conferencing module may be used for synchronous class, or a recorded video or a video on YouTube may be played in real-time. On Zoom, if you enable computer audio sharing, you can deliver the video's sound to other participants in real-time. While doing so, you can use the pause button during transmission to provide a supplementary explanation or answer any learners' questions. You can also use H5P on Moodle to insert an interactive quiz to check the progress. H5P will allow you to check whether your students are focused on the video effectively.

2) Activity & Monitoring:

The subsequent monitoring module comprises monitoring the quiz-solving process, learning activity/resources completion status, and log analysis. These are all feasible
Moodle functions and can be used either in Zoom session or in post-Zoom session. Moodle allows defining completion conditions for any activity or resource; forum post numbers, quiz scores, assignment submissions, or resource clicking. [15]-[20] In Fig. 5, this completion status can be reviewed for each participant.

Fig. 5 Activity completion checking interface

Quiz response provides another way to monitoring learners' progress. With the various kind of quiz generation capability, Moodle can monitor each learner's progress in solving quiz like Fig. 6. The instructor can even check the repetition number and the responses of the learner at each repeat stage.

Fig. 6 Quiz response monitoring

The other adequate monitoring function is the log. Moodle provides a record of each learner with information of the time, connect IP address, accessed activities/resources, and more. This log information can be downloaded and analyzed with Excel. Fig. 7 shows the form of Moodle log downloaded, and Fig. 8 shows the log's pivot analysis. This process could be challenging to use in a real-time environment. It is recommendable to conduct that analysis after the Zoom session. It provides a profound understanding of how learners are doing on the LMS system.

According to the monitoring results and analysis, either a private chat feature on the video conference system or the group call feature on social media may be used for personalized learning as a way of feedback.

Fig. 7 Downloaded Moodle log as Excel

Fig. 8 Pivot analysis of Moodle log

3) Team Activity:

Team activity is significant, especially in the Covid-19 environment. Because there is one instructor for online learning without an offline session, it isn't easy to control and draw many learners' attention. Making teams of 3–5 learners with a team mission encourages the learner's participation. There are many ways to organize team activities.

Using the appropriate tool is very important. Tubestory is a useful tool for collaboration, as in Fig. 9. Many learners can
access the same map to create it together. This map can be used as multimedia content, a collaboration activity, a report, or a presentation.

During team activity, group activities and discussions are encouraged using Zoom's "Break room" function as in Fig. 10. This function allows creating small groups for Web conferencing. The Zoom session is activated, and learners are immersively engaged in-class activity because it provides a higher participatory opportunity for all members.

Fig. 10 Break room function of Zoom

4) Use of OBS and Snap Messenger:

In pre-Zoom sessions or Zoom sessions, it is recommended to use OBS and Snap Messenger in combination as a way to diversify your character either for the producing video or Web conferencing system. By changing your character according to the appropriate situation, you can boost your students' interest or change the class atmosphere.

In producing a video with OBS, the Snap messenger can be an input video as a scene, overlayered to other display or application window. By layering the scene in this way, the computer graphical effect can be achieved easily. For example, with a green screen, the user can place a character on any of the screens in real-time. Because Snap Messenger provides so many switchable interesting characters for fun, you can select a good character for a video production (or even multiple characters in one video), as shown in Fig. 11.

The OBS also supports virtual window. Users can activate the virtual window, and OBS can be recognized as an input source for the Zoom user's profile video. The other option is OBS can also be shared as an application in Zoom.

D. Survey Results for “Ongoing Class Model”

I ran the Moodle-based Blended learning model for more than five years before the Covid-19 outbreak and had to transit to the "Ongoing class model". In the previous classes, I taught in a blended way with more weight on offline sessions. Mostly 2 hours of the class performed offline, and the rest 1 hour was substituted by an online session. In the online session, the students are supposed to watch the related videos, submit assignments and execute extra class activities. After Covid-19, I changed to the "Ongoing class model".

My university request to complete the class evaluation from the students for every class at the end of each semester. By analyzing the student's evaluation results, it can be found
that the students' absolute preference for the new class model in every evaluation item. As shown in Fig. 13, the student's course evaluation run by the "Ongoing class model" obtained a higher score in every evaluation item. The 2019's class was conducted by Blended learning with 32 students, and the 2020's class was taught by the "Ongoing class model" with 36 students because of the Covid-19 outbreak. It is encouraging that the evaluation score was raised in every item, despite the larger number of learners and purely online learning environment.

Interestingly, there was much confidence in the online exam grading system, which was also conducted online, referred to in evaluation item 4. The students' satisfaction for fairness was significantly higher than the previous year's class exam conducted offline. This was possible because of Moodle quiz's unique feature of randomizing formula equation mainly. Also, SEB(Safe Examination Browser) usage and Zoom camera's multiple students' profile video monitoring function devoted a lot to the score raising. These all numbers show the effectiveness and preference for the Ongoing class model is highly applicable.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a new class model named "Ongoing class model" is proposed. In Covid-19, all activities are conducted online, and these online environments need to be efficiently and effectively managed and controlled. The Ongoing class model does combine asynchronous modules and synchronous modules seamlessly. It is based on several strategies: immersive multiple character representation, supplementary SNS usage for emergent cases, real-time activity monitoring (including external tools), adaptive remediation of learning path including group activities, real-time video delivery with live commentaries, and usage of reuse of recorded synchronous session for other classes. It consists of a pre-Zoom session, Zoom session, and post-Zoom session. In the pre-Zoom session, the instructor prepares the activities and resources. Zoom session consists of pre-class activity, lecture-delivery activity, activity & monitoring, and team activity. In the pre-class activity, the instructor uses various technical services or apps to fortify students' learning. The instructor delivers the lecture either by video, streaming, or mixed in the lecture delivery activity. In the activity & monitory, the instructor monitors students learning accomplishment in real-time and react with it. Lots of collaboration tools are used to encourage the students in a team activity. In post-Zoom, peer-review assignments are used, and the recorded class video is reused for various purposes.

All of the tools used for the class model were either open-source software or free services except Zoom. Considering that most public institutions or organizations usually provide zoom, this model can be easily applied without any budget barrier. The new class model's effectiveness was validated by the students' course evaluation survey executed by the university. All of the students gave a higher score for each evaluation item.
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